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introduction
• reduce learning latency = time to integrate knowledge

• assumptions:
• social learning is efficient
• learn with other learners: need of common environment
• the book is central to the learning process

• ⇒ conclusion: use web2.0 e-books for learning

• objective:
• create a social book, the “sBook”
• social features for learning:

• annotate, share annotations
• awareness of other learners
• social navigation



state-of-art domains, our focus

BookGlutton,

LibraryThing

GoodReads

Shelfari

shared annotations

analyse annotations
⇒ navigation

Jill Freyne & al. (2007)

Jae K. Kim & al. (2008)

experiments in education
interactive design

semantic analysis

social navigation
symbolic annotations

short text
+ unstructured data

Copia

semantic analysis
document classification

Ali Harb & al. (2010)

H.-L. Kim & al. (2008)

share annotation

social navigation

text analysis

university of Pittsburg
Rosta Farzan, Peter Brusilovsky



the sBook



the sBook: overview

community of the paragraph



the heatmap: social navigation

user goal: study the theme of “children”

where readers
evoke “children”

...based on analysis of annotations...



analysis of short unstructured annotations

• short unstructured messages: mail, tweets, comments, annotations,...

• our aim:
• annotation → “tag cloud” = vector of ponderated concepts from Linked Data 
sources

• ⇒ enable to leverage annotations as structured data

• our analysis:
• vocabulary extraction (NLP)
• disambiguation

• keyword → concept

• use of context

• expansion

Linked Data: structured information (e.g. DBpedia) about...
people, companies, books, geographic locations, entertainment media 
& broadcasting, medical & biological data, online communities,...

“I like Facebook, the 
social network”

example
NLP: Natural Language Processing

personal history

group

object



heatmap construction
• semantic heatmap:
1. get user goal (keyword, phrase)
2. user goal → concept vector
3. concept vector → expansion → keywords
4. define heat(annotation) = similarity (annotation, expanded keywords)
5. heat(parag) = sum(heat(annotations)) 

• other heatmaps
• statistical
• keyword search
• dictionary-based
• user group (class, friends)
• time-based (most recent)
• contextual (location,...)
• all of the above!



the sBook: heatmap settings

user goal

expansion &
comparison
options

where readers
evoke “children”



the sBook: find relevant annotations
where readers
evoke “children”someone’s annotation

“family” = concept
linked to “children” need a keyword?



build learning communities: user 
interaction profiles



interaction profile construction tool:
the “tagging beak”
• prototype: the Tagging Beak
• web service based on Twitter
• analysis of short unstructured messages

• “group” context: based on followers (social)
• currently online (beta version)

• produces tag clouds
• examine user engagement in topics



the Tagging Beak: overview
http://www.tbeak.com



issues & perspectives

(controversial stuff inside)



issues & perspectives: DBpedia

• issues with use of DBpedia (based on wikipedia):
• based on hyperlinks, the less verified content of Wikipedia?
• based on constant popular edition; unpredictable: size and precision of articles, ambiguity management.
• example:

• in September 2010, a search for “Android” did not yield the concept “Android” as result, because the label was not 
defined in English; in March 2011 two of the results had disappeared (“Android Lust” and “Paranoid Android”). The 
concept “Android” did not have a dcterms:subject.

• March 2011, search for “Appearance” yields only one result: disambiguation leading to a film called "appearances" 
(plural!). No link, disambiguation or redirection, to Visual Appearance, which would seem to be the logical choice, and 
is the first hit of the wikipedia disambiguation page; BTW, we lost a musical album compared to September 2010.

• volume of DBpedia (many link types and data!)
• choose appropriate graph exploration
• determine distances between concepts
• determine popularity of concepts (à la TF/IDF)

• perspectives: other Linked Data sources?

e.g. a town is linked to all the 
famous people born, dead or living 
in that town; many keywords lead 
to music groups or albums

tools feedback 
make DBpedia 

better?



issues & perspectives: expansion algorithm

• choice of expansion algorithm for students
• we would like “Paris” to be linked to “France” ⇒ use of ontologies & Linked Data

• The dictionary yields no results 
• we would also like “character” to be linked to “personage”, “reputation” ⇒ use of 
dictionaries
• DBpedia yields no such results

• how to combine results?
• how to restrict to meaningful results, or ponderate results? How to evaluate?

• to-do: live experiment to compare several algorithms

called “named entities”
in the short paper

called “literary theory 
terms” in the short paper



conclusion

• we are researching social navigation, in particular the use of free text 
analysis, for efficient education with e-books

• heatmap for social navigation
• utility & performance testing with ACU students scheduled in october 2011

• interaction profiles
• reader profiles
• book profiles
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Thank you!

Questions?








